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The UAE emerges as a strategic point for showcasing Pakistani ART

Transit hub of promise
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T

he past three years have seen a
sudden surge of international
interest in Pakistani art with the
UAE facilitating ripe opportunities for
growth. Will Pakistani art find its voice
here in the UAE?
By Megha Abraham
Features Writer

I

n recent years, the UAE
has emerged as a strategic
destination for Pakistani
art, with several established
and emerging artists finding
a welcome home to showcase
their talents. With a fairly
large and affluent expatriate
Pakistani community settled
in the UAE and a flourishing international art scene,
Pakistani artists and galleries
are now actively considering
the transit hub of the world
as the place their art can finally find a bigger voice.
Four years ago, artist and
curator Salima Hashmi curated Desperately Seeking
Paradise at Art Dubai, Dubai’s international art showcase, as part of a special Pakistan pavilion at the event.
It highlighted significant talent and thought-provoking
works by leading artists such
as Rashid Rana, Naiza Khan,
Farida Batool, Imran Qureshi
and Mohammad Ali Talpur.
The exhibition was considered pivotal in directing international attention
to new art in the country.
In the three years that have
followed, Pakistani artists
are now regularly curated
into group shows, and in 2011
The Art Asia Society in New
York hosted the first ever
large-scale exhibition devoted exclusively to Pakistani art named Hanging Fire:
Contemporary Art from
Pakistan. The critically
acclaimed exhibition is
considered an important
showcase for collectors and
enthusiasts looking to
learn more about the
nation’s art.

Amanz Gressly (1814-1865) by Mehreen Murtaza juxtaposes
different eras in history

Picture courtesy Villano6 and the artist

Death:Rebirth by Qamar Siddiqui reflects the social tragedy of
man’s obsession with material gain

Talking
about a
revolution

“The special focus that
Pakistan received at Art Dubai was significant,” says
Pakistani artist Naiza Khan
whose work was also showcased at Hanging Fire. “The
UAE is a creative and economic hub, and for that reason, it is a natural vantage
point for artists in this region
and Pakistan. However, I
feel it will only be meaningful beyond the commercial
gallery space if there is more
institutional support and
shared dialogues.”

Increasing appeal
The year 2008 was an excellent time for Pakistani art
in the UAE. Hamra Abbas
was one of the five winners
(and the first Pakistani) of
the Abraaj Capital Art Prize
(a UAE art prize that uniquely rewards proposals rather
than completed works of art
to artists from the Middle
East, North Africa and South
Asia). While Imran Qureshi
won a Jury prize at the
Sharjah Biennial, in London,
Noor Ali Chagani and Aisha
Khalid were declared finalists for the renowned Victoria and Albert Museum’s
Jameel Prize (an international award for contemporary art and design inspired
by Islamic tradition). Artist Bani Abidi topped the
list as one of the three artists worldwide selected for
the Sharjah Art Foundation
Production Grant.
Globally in the past, artists
from India and China largely
dominated the art scene in
Asian galleries. However, the
trend in showcasing exotic
eastern art has led to buyers
wanting to explore contemporary art options from other
countries. Art from Pakistan
is fast gaining a recognition
that it has not witnessed before. “I’d say [Pakistani art]
is emerging. It’s true that
galleries such as 1x1, Jam
Jar and Elementa have been
holding shows of Pakistani
artists for some time, but the
recent opening of Unicorn
from Karachi and the relocation of Grey Noise from Lahore to the UAE, are significant,” says William Lawrie,
Fo u n d i n g
Pa r t n e r
at
Lawrie Shabibi.
In the late nineties, established artists such as Sadequain Naqqash, Ismail Gulgee, Jamil Naqsh and Tasaduq
Sohail gained prominence
in the art market. While the
work of these old masters
is still being sold in auction
houses such as Christie’s,
the ever-evolving art scene
in the UAE seeks the new
and inventive and has rapidly
led to the demand of work,
which is at a crossroads between the artist’s sensitivity
and the symbolic reflection
of the culture and presentday environment, something
Pakistani art has effortlessly accomplished for a
while now.
“The international gallerists, curators and researchers
who have ventured to Pakistan in the last decade have
always been amazed by the
intensity, diversity and intimacy of the work being produced here. I think in some
ways the struggle and adversity has been important to
the outcomes. The creative
voices have been simmering, and now it is time to take
stock,” says Khan.
Desperately Seeking Paradise sparked a series of showcases of Pakistani contemporary art by individual curators
and galleries to international
acclaim. While Hanging Fire
was exhibited in 2009, it
was quickly followed by Assemble Resemble at Devi Art
Foundation in Delhi (2010),
culminating in the seminal
five month exhibition The
Rising Tide: New Directions
in Art from Pakistan held at
the Mohatta Palace Museum
in Karachi. Curated by Khan,
the exhibition was visited by
more than 43,000 people. “It
was quite amazing for a place
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Pakistani artist Naiza Khan, seen here in her studio in Karachi, believes that the UAE is a natural vantage point for artists
won’t sell at first showing.”
Alvie’s portal www.villano6.
com hosts an interesting
mix of emerging and established works which he
continues to grow by adding works by Dubai-based
Pakistani artists such as Ali
Hamad, who also teaches art
in Al Ain. “If Pakistani art is
to find a voice, then it needs
to move past the pressure to
sell and the inadvertent ad— Naiza Khan ,
diction to recruit talent durArtist
ing art college graduations’;
talent like Hamad or Mehboob Ali can only be found
like Karachi, where people and nurtured when we look
on the street do not have ac- beyond the obvious, and that
cess to galleries or contem- is what I am committed to,”
porary art,” says Khan.
he says.

“ The UAE is
a creative and
economic hub,
and for that reason,
it is a natural
vantage point for
artists in this
region and
Pakistan.”

The gallery awakening
While the current largest
private collection of contemporary Pakistani art in
South Asia is in Delhi, the
UAE presents a region-wide
potential. Artist and winner
of the 2012 Abraaj Capital
Art Prize, Risham Syed feels
that the UAE has definitely
become an important centre for Pakistani art: “Pakistan has a very strong art
academia but its art infrastructure is not that well
developed due to economic
reasons, therefore artists do
rely on exhibiting in neighbouring countries where patronage for art is relatively
higher. Dubai has the potential to take a lead over Delhi
and Mumbai to stage Pakistani art. Having said that I believe social mores in the UAE
are more strict compared to
Pakistan, and can prove a
hindrance to bring to Dubai
art of a diverse nature.”
Syed’s comment also
brings to the fore Khan’s
view on the lack of knowledge by the international
art community on Pakistani
art. “I feel there is a dearth
of scholastic knowledge of
contemporary discourses
in recent art production out
of Pakistan. There is a lot to
cover and more knowledge
will ultimately help support
a deeper understanding of
the work and the social space
out of which it is created.
This would impact the relationships that galleries in the
UAE could foster with artists here to mutual benefit.”
A thriving industry
A lot has changed since
2008. Four years on, the UAE
has fostered a thriving art
conversation for Pakistan
on many levels. Dubai-based
Pakistani expatriate Omer
Alvie is a self-taught independent art promoter who
has witnessed the many
peaks and troughs of Pakistani art in the UAE. “The
UAE definitely offers Pakistani art the advantages of a
multicultural and new audience, it is a conducive environment for new artists, but
no good can come out of simply riding on the coattails of
a sudden commercial interest; in order to sustain interest and growth, there must
be dialogue and a genuine
commitment to appreciating and curating true talent,
even if it means the pieces

Umer Butt of Grey Noise, a
Lahore-based gallery that recently relocated to the UAE,
mirrors Alvie’s outlook.
“While the growing attention for Pakistani art is positive, as a gallerist I personally believe art should not
be limited to where it comes
from, but take on an identity
of its own. There is a need
to move away from the obvious. I decided it was time to
relocate to the UAE because
it is an exciting time for international art here, and is
a perfect platform for ambitious projects for emerging and established artists
to engage in dialogue with
the international art com-

munity.” Grey Noise opened
it doors with Truth of the
Matter, an exhibition (on till
April 22) that features works
by Pakistani artists Ehsan ul
Haq and Iqra Tanveer, who
have both been commissioned to produce work for
the Moscow International
Biennale for Young Art 2012
in July.
UA E - b a s e d
ga l l e r i e s
such as Lawrie Shabibi
have begun to exhibit an
increasing interest in Pakistani art. “I’ve been following the contemporary
[art scene] and visited Pakistan twice so far this year.

Is Pakistan
ready for a
rebound?
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Making the right investment
Exports and investments, a booming tourism industry and opportunities for personal growth all contribute
to creating the perfect stage for a mutually beneficial relationship between the UAE and Pakistan
By Gareth Kurt Warren
Features Writer

F

raternal relations
between the UAE
and Pakistan are
based on cultural affinities, geographic proximity and similar interests.
These ties were comprehensively discussed
during the tenth session
of the Pakistan UAE
Joint Ministerial Commission in Abu Dhabi
on February 26 and 27.
The Foreign Minister of
Pakistan Hina Rabbani
Khar and the UAE Minister of Foreign Affairs
Shaikh Abdullah Bin Zayed Al Nahyan discussed
existing relations between the two countries
and mutually agreed
to further strengthen
economic
and
commercial ties.
Following an official
visit by Prime Minister Syed Yousaf Raza
Gillani to the UAE in
July 2008, Khan refers
to other state visits
planned over the coming
months. “President Asif
Ali Zardari considers
the UAE as his second
home and has visited the
UAE a number of times.
The leadership of the
two countries maintains
a close contact on all
bilateral and international issues. The UAE
leadership has also visited Pakistan frequently. More such visits are
expected in the future,”
says Jamil Ahmed Khan,
the Ambassador of Pakistan to the UAE.
Healthy ties between

the leaders reflect positive trade between
the nations. Trade between Pakistan and
the UAE has seen a
steady increase every
year. “Trade volume
between the two countries was around $7.6
billion (about Dh27.9
billion) during 2011, out
of which our exports to
the UAE were $1.8 billion while our imports
were around $5.8 billion,” says Khan.

Exporting goods

UAE exports to Pakistan include petroleum
products, iron ores,
plastic material, chemical products, machinery
items and gold. Major
exports from Pakistan
include rice, food products, meat products, art
silk and synthetic textiles, ready-made garments, knitwear, towels, fruits and vegetables, engineering goods,
surgical instruments,
sports goods, footwear,
leather garments, carpets, tents and canvas,
cutlery, marble and
onyx products. Over
the last few years, the
UAE, by virtue of it being a re-export hub, has
emerged as Pakistan’s
second largest trading
partner.
Considering the current investment opportunities available, Khan
explains that Pakistan
has traditionally been
a preferred destination
for UAE investments,
particularly in oil and
gas, energy and power,

telecommunication,
banking and finance
and agriculture sectors.
The Pakistan government has certain steps
in place to enable this
investment. “The Board
of Investment and The
Federation of Pakistan
Chambers of Commerce
& Industry regularly
visit the UAE and interact with potential and
existing investors
and joint venture
partners. We at
the Embassy
and Consu late facilitate
such business
to business interactions and
provide all our
support and coordination to the
UAE companies,”
says Khan.
Government
agencies such as
The Board of Investment at the Federal Government
level and Provincial
Boards of Investment
in the Sindh and Punjab
provinces are the apex
government bodies
which act as one
window for
foreign investors. “Their
websites are
up to date
and
any
foreign investor may
contact the
organisations
online.
Besides,
commercial sec-

tions at the Pakistan
Embassy and Consulate
also provide related coordination and support
to potential investors.
The said government
bodies provide sectoral
studies, feasibility reports and matchmaking
with
local

partners/companies if
required.” For the fiscal year 2010-2011, a
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) of $291 million from the UAE was
recorded in the oil and
gas, telecommunication, financial services
and agricultural sectors
of Pakistan.
Commenting on the
perceived security
risk that might
cause
UAE
companies to
hold back
from investing in
Pakistan,
Khan explains
that the
relations
between
the two
c o u n tries are
historic
and such
sporadic
issues,

though now well contained, have never
posed an obstruction to
UAE investors as they
are well attuned with
Pakistani trade and
commerce dynamics.
“We have noticed that
the UAE is one of the
leading investors in Pakistan over the last ten
years,” says Khan. Pakistan offers a wide range
of sectors for investment or joint ventures
with foreign investors.
Some of the lucrative
areas in Pakistan are
oil and gas, energy and
power, agriculture and
agro-based products, infrastructure especially
industrial, mining and
minerals, health and
tourism industry and
real estate. The UAE
business groups are fully cognisant of the potential investment opportunities in Pakistan
and hence are investing
in significant numbers
to the tune that the UAE
has become one of the
largest sources of FDI
in Pakistan.
The UAE is
doing its
p a r t

Jamil Ahmed Khan,
Ambassador of Pakistan
to the UAE
Supplied

for Pakistan’s citizens
as well. The 330-metre-long Shaikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Bridge in
Pakistan’s Swat region
will replace the original bridge that was destroyed in late 2010.
The bridge will serve
70,000 residents of the
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
province and will link
a several cities and villages on the banks of
the Swat river.
From trade and investment opportunities to
the citizens that make it
happen, Khan points out
that it is a matter of satisfaction — how the Pakistani community has
played a vital role in the
extraordinary development of the UAE. There
are an estimated 1.2 million Pakistani expatriates that are currently
living in the UAE.

Decisive factors

The prime motivating factors for Pakistani
citizens to move to the
UAE are excellent job
opportunities, better
salaries and working
conditions in addition
to religious, cultural and
historical bonds, which
bring together people of
both countries.
“Stable economic
and political conditions are other factors
that attract Pakistanis
to move to the UAE for
jobs as well as for business. Pakistani expatriates started coming to
the UAE since the early
days of its emergence
and their contribution

has been acknowledged
by the UAE leadership,”
says Khan. More than
5,000 Pakistani companies with sizeable businesses are registered in
the UAE. Pakistani companies have been partners in the development
and progress of the UAE
since its independence
and have invested in a
multitude of human and
capital resources ranging from real estate,
construction, health
and education to telecommunication infrastructure, banking and
insurance and some
industrial enterprises.
Pakistanis, being the
second largest expatriate community in the
UAE, have also invested
heavily in almost all the
economic sectors, i.e.,
retail shops, general
trading, building and
construction, tourism
related services, hotels
and restaurants etc.
Besides investment
and business ventures,
tourism across borders is slowly starting to pick up speed as
well. Statistics show
that thousands of Pakistanis visited the UAE
for tourism purposes
in 2010. And, an estimated 1,000 tourists
from the UAE visited
Pakistan. Khan believes
that those figures can be
increased by providing
better facilities and an
overall positive atmosphere in Pakistan which
in turn, is sure to attract
more
tourists
to
the country. n

film

Talking about a revolution
On May 25, a global collaboration of 25 aspiring film-makers will make celluloid history.
Pakistani director Fahad Shaikh recounts his part of the epic adventure
By Megha Abraham

costs. “We had practically
no funds to pay for talent;
from the writer to the production equipment, actors
and cameraman. Everyone
was pitching in on their
own time and efforts —
the only goal was for everyone to be a part of something meaningful, and that
helped immensely.”

Features Writer

I

t’s October 2010. Filmmaker Fahad Shaikh is
surrounded by a motley group of cast and crew
preparing to film a scene.
Twelve hours later, Shaikh
has what he’d like to call
his five minutes of fame.
Making a film is seldom a
straightforward process.
It takes a lot of proverbial
glue to hold one’s commitment and passion to see it
through. Especially when
your slice of the pie is just
five minutes and you’re
working with 25 other aspiring film-makers who
you’ve never met.

Picture: Supplied

Mysterious islands emerge from watery depths in Murtaza’s Suez
Canal in February 1934 (The Dubious Birth of Geography series)
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Transit hub of promise
“I have a feeling the Pakistani art market is still
less developed in terms of
reach, which gives collectors a great opportunity to
participate before this market really heats up. [The
UAE] is a very international
place — lots of collectors
from different nationalities,
quite a well-developed art
scene and politically stable
— these are the same sort
of factors that made Dubai
a hub for Iranian art five to
six years ago,” says Lawrie,
who plans to hold a show in
collaboration with www.artpakistannow.com, an online
magazine, in fall 2012.
Pakistan is well poised to
harness the UAE’s catalytic
power that saw the explosion of contemporary Chinese and Indian art in 2007,
which subsequently led to
similar interests in contem-

porary Middle Eastern Art.
It’s only a matter of time, but
most importantly, it’s also
a matter of how well Pakistani art communities will
harness this interest to take
their brilliant body of work
further afield.
Khan agrees: “In recent
years, individual curators
have made efforts to showcase contemporary [Pakistani] art in museums and
galleries internationally and
at home to critical acclaim.
These efforts go beyond
the commercial ambit and
create wider circulations of
knowledge that create art
discourses and historical
relevance. Individual artists are gaining recognition
for their work and are getting gallery representation,
which creates a ripple effect. I think this is part of a
steady evolution.” n

The start-up
The Dubai-based Pakistani expatriate’s dream
began to take flight just
like any other modern day
adventure, on the internet.
He was browsing www.
mandy.com, a film and TV
production resource site,
for film projects when he
stumbled across an ad that
read: ‘Make a Film!’ What
piqued his interest further
was the location — worldwide. “So I applied, I just
had to see what it was
about,” says Shaikh with a
lopsided grin.
The opportunity turned
out to be a worldwide collaborative project called
CollabFeature. Conceived
by two Detroit-based directors, Marty Shea and
Ian Bonner, the project has
25 aspiring directors from
across the world working
independently to write,
direct, and produce short
films linked by one main
theme. The film, now entitled The Owner, follows the
colourful and event-filled
journey of a backpack as
it makes its way back to its
rightful owner.
The Owner will be CollabFeature’s first movie,
and is set for a worldwide premiere on Friday,
May 25. The film is set to

Pictures: Supplied

Lead actors Ridhima Sud and Sunny Hinduja in Chat Away!, the 20th segment of the film The
Owner, which is a collaborative endeavour by 25 innovative moviemakers worldwide
Drawn to French and
Iranian cinema, Shaikh’s
passion for film began at
the age of 12. By 21, he had
taught himself film-making through books and the
Internet, while taking film
workshops to hone his
skills. The Veil emerged
as his first short film,
and was a personal struggle to achieve definitive
work. In his introduction
on CollabFeature’s portal
he writes: “A film-maker’s
Pakistani film-maker Fahad
first film is in many ways
Shaikh is a self-taught director his most defining work.
Even though there are
break the world record many obstacles, there is
for
most
d i r e c - still no excuse to create a
tors,
s u r p a s s i n g weak piece.”
Paris je t’aime, which currently holds the Guinness Getting into the groove
World Record for the most
Shea and Bonner had
directors in one film (21).
requested interested film“Once this film is out, makers to submit a sample
it will definitely help me of their work, to ensure
get on my way with future only serious contendprojects, which I plan on ers applied. Shaikh subproducing in Pakistan. mitted his eight-minute
There’re so many stories short The Veil, which they
waiting to be told there,” liked immensely. They
says Shaikh.
promptly invited him on-

board. “When I made the
shortlist, I realised that
I was part of a group that
had been culled from more
than 700 applications; for
an aspiring film-maker
that’s a huge boost,” says
Shaikh. “I think the gravity of the project sunk in
in one fell swoop when I
logged on to our collaborative portal. Versions of
scripts were being submitted for review, updates on
edits and filming schedules were being tracked
on a timeline, emails with
progress reports, photos,
and rough cuts were being exchanged, while I’ve
never met any of the codirectors, I have tweaked
their scripts!”
Shaikh’s primary (and
only) way of communicating with his fellow raconteurs was through the
central portal, which codirector Bonner created.
“The only two directors I
communicated with online
were from New Delhi and
Beirut as our individual

segments linked together. We were on G-Chat a
lot, and very rarely has a
phone call been exchanged
to sort out a problem,”
he explains.
After a session of rewrites and a final vote,
Shaikh’s segment Chat
Away! was cleared for filming as the twentieth in the
film series. “My segment is
a link and so I’ve kept it as
simple as possible, yet the
characters are anything
but!” Set in Dubai, Chat
Away! does not make use
of the backpack, around
which the film is based,
but focuses on the riotous
relationships between people linked to the unseen
woman in possession of it.
“What followed after
was a patchwork of goodwill, serendipity and a
passion for film-making
all seamlessly woven together,” says Shaikh. The
estimated Dh3,000 shoot
was financed in part by
Shaikh with three friends
pitching in to cover basic

May D-Day!
Record setting or not,
CollabFeature’s The Owner
has tested and endured two
years of against-all-odds
film-making. Now as the
film gets set for its worldwide premiere, Shaikh
sounds a bit wistful. “CollabFeature is defined by its
own triumphs and pitfalls.
We’ve seen some directors
leave the project and new
ones join in, the project
has been resilient and is almost nearing completion.
We’re in the final stages of
post-production now. My
segment was completed a
while ago and I have been
facing a few challenges
with getting the final edits
done, there’s only so much
of free time you can eke out
of friends and contacts,”
he says.
While Shaikh’s ideal
location for Chat Away
would have been Pakistan, he believes that Dubai worked better symbolically and geographically. “I think I represent
Pakistan as a collaborator and interpreter in this
project. Dubai perfectly
reflects the multiculturalism of CollabFeature —
my actors are from India,
and my production crew
comprised Europe, talent
from the Middle East and
South Africa — so it fits in
very nicely.”
The Dubai screening of
The Owner from CollabFeature will be held at The
Pavilion Downtown. To
sign up for screen updates
and to read about CollabFeature visit www.collabfeature.com. n

